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BIBIONE, THE PERFECT
HOLIDAY IS ACCESSIBLE
‘Where a person with a disability lives well, we 
all live better.’ The words of Vincenzo Zoccano - 
declared at the first G20 as for the Italian Beach-
es - were collected by Bibione (Venice), one of 
the first beaches in Italy for number of people, 
first to have banned smoking and now a candi-
date to be the first accessible tourist destina-
tion in Italy.

The project - that has won the Bibione opera-
tors over - comes from a deep consideration and 
from the study of data: only in Italy, more than 10 
million people with disabilities are still strug-
gling to find a tourist location that meets own 
needs in terms of structural equipment, com-

munication, services, and staff competence. 
Hence, the choice to implement the tourist offer 
to become a truly accessible destination guar-
anteeing the right to vacation to all guests and 
their companions. 

‘Welcoming and accessible’ is a goal that is cer-
tainly achievable with the hope that knowledge 
is the protagonist in development projects for 
tourist destinations and more.

Bibione Live
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TOURIST
AMONG TOURISTS
Here is a Guide that will go with you in choosing 
your holidays in Bibione and that will be useful 
during your vacation. 
You will discover the Bibione Accessible Hospi-
tality, a destination where the accommodation 
facilities are excellent and will welcome cuddling 
you for a vacation that meets your expectations. 
We will help you to discover and explore the 
area, suggesting routes that will allow you to ful-
ly enjoy your time, sharing it with friends or with 
your loved ones. 
Guaranteeing everyone own vacation! This pas-
sion has guided us all these years. The passion for 
tourism that we want to share with you.
We assign a score from 1 to 5 for six categories 

of needs assigning icons based on services and 
aids you can find. A system designed to help you 
choose, but remember that we NEVER give ac-
cessibility licenses.
We have personally visited and experienced 
all the facilities, the tours in this Guide to help 
you to choose the holiday that best suits your 
needs, because you must be the protagonist of 
your vacation! 
Remember: if you do not find the information 
you need in the Guide, you can write us and we 
will reply directly.

Village for all
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BIBIONE BETWEEN
SEA AND NATURE
Bibione is one of the most popular and appreci-
ated beaches for the sea and an extraordinary 
natural heritage. It is located in the easternmost 
part of the Venice’s province; this place combines 
the utmost respect for the environment with a 
quality tourist offer that is suitable for different 
types of users. Bibione is Blue Flag - consecutive-
ly since 1996 -, is EMAS and ISO 14001 certified. It 
is the first beach in Italy to have banned smok-
ing on the beach and its commitment to the en-
vironment and the continuous health. Families 
and children always love it, Bibione offers excel-
lent services to guarantee a holiday of total re-
laxation. Even those who follow specific thera-
pies, for example dialysis, which is guaranteed 

from May to September with two shifts and an 
interpreting service. Coming to Bibione, as well 
as enjoying beaches, dunes, pine forests, fish-
ing valleys and uncontaminated territories, also 
means finding everything you need for the ide-
al vacation for adults and children; a clean and 
equipped beach where you can relax, have fun 
or play sports, quality accommodation, spas with 
healing waters and the SPA, an established gas-
tronomy that uses genuine and local products, 
an organized urban terrain with cycle paths and 
tree-lined avenues, many events and the chance 
to explore a hinterland rich in history, culture and 
renowned cities. 

Bibione Live
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BIBIONE THERMAE
Via delle Colonie, 3
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THE BIBIONE THERMAL BATHS

Directly overlooking the sea 
and immersed in a large pine 
forest, the Bibione spas are the 
ideal place to spend time for 
your well-being.

Open all year round, the hotel 
offers the opportunity to relax 
in the comfortable wellness 
area or to enjoy professional 
spa treatments, designed for 
the little ones as well.

In addition to the Thermal 
Baths, you will also find an im-
portant area dedicated to phys-
iotherapy and rehab, always at 
the forefront, with new tech-
nologies and the experience of 
a highly qualified team. utti.



INFO
+39 0431 441 111

info@bibioneterme.it
www.bibioneterme.it 9

BIBIONE THERMAE

The large car park has reserved parking spaces 
for CUDE badge holders.
The facility is divided into 4 large buildings, 
all-reachable without obstacles and equipped 
with large lifts that serve the different plans.

In the wellness pools, there is a mobile lift, 
whereas in the idrokinesis area a ceiling track 
lift. The fitness room is equipped with machines 
that can also be used by people in wheelchairs 
and the massage cabins are furnished with adju-
stable height beds. 
All toilets equipped with grab bars, floor show-
ers and child seats. Large locker rooms with lock-
ers. Manual wheelchairs and walkers available for 
guests.

The Bar Cure area, offers sweet and savory pack-
aged snacks even for celiac and intolerant pe-
ople, whereas at Ristorante delle Piscine also 
sandwiches and daily specials.
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THE BIBIONE BEACH
Fine sand, plenty of space to 
play and sunbathe, clean water, 
impeccable organization, and 
many fun proposals.

Along the 8 kilometers of the 
Bibione beach, the first in Italy 
completely free from smoke, 
there is just spoiled for choice 
in many services dedicated to 
the whole family and a lot of 
safety.

Bathing establishments, play-
ground areas, and brand new 
equipment seasoned with the 
courtesy and professionalism of 
the staff. 

A cycle and a pedestrian path 
connect all the kilometers of 
beach to make mobility easier.
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The western area, managed by Bibione Mare, 
is known for being submerged in unspoiled 
nature, whereas the eastern area, managed by 
Bibione Spiaggia, by many sporting events.

News for 2019, the total ban on smoking on the 
beach, only allowed on dedicated areas. 

Throughout the coast, rollings are available 
for the creation of beach umbrella posts and 
beach wheelchair, which can also be booked 
directly from the hotel.
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NOLEGGIO

BEACH DOG

BIBIONE SPIAGGIA

12

There are 12 entrances to the sea, with relative 
case, all without obstacles. 

The parking lots are public, with parking spaces 
reserved for CUDE mark holders, at least 10 me-
ters from the seafront.

There are umbrella beach posts with compact 
flooring and the possibility to create them ad 
hoc. Availability of beach wheelchairs with max-
imum use of 2 hours, renewable according to the 
request.

In all of them, there are equipped toilets with 
grab bars, hand-held shower, floor shower, and 
tip-up seat; those in the 3, 6 and 7 zones can be 
reached with a ramp that can hardly be over-
come independently.

An inclusive playground area was created be-
tween cash desk 8 and cash desk 9, in collabora-
tion with the Veneto Region and ULSS4. 
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BIBIONE MARE

13

There are 4 entrances to the sea, with relative 
case, all without obstacles, corresponding to as 
many bathing establishments.

In each, there is ample parking with parking 
spaces reserved for CUDE mark holders.

There are umbrella beach posts with compact 
flooring and possibly possibility to make it ad 
hoc.

Beach wheelchairs are available.

The establishments offer catering service and in 
one, it is possible to eat pizza and ready meals for 
celiac people (Bagno Kokeshy). 

In all of them, there are equipped toilets with 
grab bars, hand-held shower, floor shower, and 
tip-up seat; use key at the bar.
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THE CYCLE PATHS

In Bibione with two, three, 
four or five wheels (except 
with the car!), you can enjoy 
all the beauty of the place 
and the enchanting territo-
ries that surround it. A dense 
network of cycle paths 
makes it possible to venture 
out to discover the most hid-
den places and enter the 
fascinating inland area. A 
precious nature, to be expe-
rienced with slow itineraries 
and walks suitable even for 
the less trained.

From east to west, for ex-
ample, the spectacular 
‘Passeggiata Adriatico’ cy-
cle and pedestrian path 
runs parallel to the sea, lead-
ing cyclists from the lagoon 
to the Tagliamento River. 
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Here a boat pass service 
allows tourists to land in 
nearby Lignano Sabbiado-
ro to continue their excur-
sion along the coast of the 
Upper Adriatic.

There are also nature routes, to be tackled in 
mountain bike style, with which you can reach 
enchanted places like the old lighthouse or vi-
sit the productive campaign of Bibione, full of 
farms and wineries. The itineraries to discover 
villages, museums and local events are also re-
commended.

For the more trained, there are real paths to im-
merse yourself in the magical atmosphere of 
the Tagliamento, between the huts of the Third 
Basin or head inland, with the ring of Cesarolo 
and its breathtaking landscapes.



10 km
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It is the bike path parallel to the beach, safe for 
children, and accessible to everybody, which 
crosses the entire Bibione coast from east to west.

To divide the cycle path from the pedestrian one 
there are flowers and shrubs, so from spring to 
summer, different blooms color the flowerbeds, 
and their scent is mixed with the air rich in sea 
salt.

The sections of pedestrian crossing to access the 
beach are numerous and well-marked, and there 
are accesses with slides, some with a high slope.

At the same time, there is a pedestrian pathway 
where manual wheelchairs, electric wheelchairs 
and electric scooters can pass.

LENGTH

RECOMMENDED FOR

TYPES OF LAND
betonella, cemented 
conglomerate, concrete 
and wooden sections

Route 1 
ADRIATIC PROMENADE
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Pedestrians can cross the cycle path, so 
proceed at a moderate speed.

You must pass through carefully the 
road routes of urban roads that are not 
exclusive for bicycles, connected to the 
‘Route 2 - Internal cycle path’.

Ramp with excessive slope

Bottleneck 90 cm

Uneven pavement



10 km
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Route 2 
THE INTERNAL CYCLE PATH
The Adriatic Promenade connects to a long ur-
ban cycle path, shaping a loop path that, from 
east to west, includes the whole city. 

The internal cycle path is ideal for discovering the 
pulsating life of the city in every moment of the 
day, the many commercial activities, bars, res-

taurants, and the greenery of Bosco Baseleghe.

At the same time, there are pedestrian paths 
where they can pass: manual wheelchairs, elec-
tric wheelchairs, and electric scooters.

LENGTH 

RECOMMENDED FOR

TYPES OF LAND
asphalt
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You must cross carefully the road routes 
of urban roads that are not exclusive 
for bicycles, connected to the Adriatic 
promenade’  route.

Ramp with excessive slope
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12 km

Route 3 
THE LIGHTHOUSE 
AND THE PINE GROVE
A path for authentic naturalists. This circular 
route, which we recommend taking from Via 
Procione, reveals a mosaic of different landscapes: 
the pine grove with fossil dunes, the flat country-
side, the lighthouse, and the wildest beach.

LENGTH 

RECOMMENDED FOR

TYPES OF LAND
asphalt, dirt, sand and 
dirt trails

In the dirt and sandy roads, which are lost in 
the middle of the ancient pine forest, there is a 
unique environmental treasure, a wild garden 
made up of rare and spontaneous flowers and 
shrubs, which will surprise you.
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Some sections are unevenly paved and 
with scattered holes, so it is necessary 
to pay close attention and proceed with 
caution.

The bottleneck to access the ferry dock 
on the Tagliamento river is less than  
60 cm.

Bottleneck 90 cm

Uneven pavement



INFO
+39 340 08 82 929
www.bikeezy.com

facebook | @bikeezytours22

A surprising sensory experience, pedaling in the 
darkness of the night of Bibione to capture all its 
magic with our senses!

Participation is free and open to all, especial-
ly for people with visual impairments, who will 
be accompanied by expert guides on tandems. 
MTB, lights and helmet are mandatory, registra-
tion is required (limited availability on tandems).

Mid-short excursion also suitable for children 
aged 10+, on cycle paths and country/gravel 
roads in a flat area. Duration approx 2 hrs.

With the support of the Municipality of San 
Michele al Tagliamento and ULSS n. 4.

BIKEEZY: RIDING IN THE 
DARK - FEELING BIBIONE



INFO
www.sferasub.it

master@sferasub.it
epitaccolo@gmail.com

340 70 79 571 23

The excitement of a scuba dive!
Pool tests for people with disabilities who want to 
breathe and to dive underwater. A staff com-
posed of licensed and qualified instructors and 
specialized assistants takes care of people, to 
discover a world without gravity and without risks.
The aim is to approach the sport world, to make 
an experience contributing to the conquest of 
personal autonomy, self-confidence, social 
and relational inclusion.
Compulsory booking and valid medical certificate. 
Sferasub ASD is an association that has been 
carrying out diving activities, environmental 
protection, and promotion of the territory in the 
Bibione sea for ten years.

SFERASUB:
WATER WITHOUT BARRIERS
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Enviable position, between the 
sea and the splendid lagoon 
North of Venice, in a natural 
setting of great charm. The fine 
sand, the calm and shallow sea 
make this property ideal for your 
family vacation.

Food

Senior

Wheelchair

Hearing

Family

Sight

Accessibility 
Score

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/camping-village-capalonga/
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LAGUNA PARK 
HOTEL

Via Passeggiata al Mare, 20

CASA PER FERIE 
STELLA MARIS

Via Baseleghe, 11
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Food Food

Senior Senior

Wheelchair Wheelchair

Hearing Hearing

Family Family

Sight Sight

Beautiful beachfront facility 
with a modern and sophisticat-
ed design. Many services de-
signed to meet the needs of its 
guests, equipped beach, enter-
tainment, wellness center, and a 
large swimming pool: the right 
mix of relaxation and fun!

A comfortable refuge to escape 
from daily chaos, where to find 
new companies creating mo-
ments to keep together in your 
heart. Surrounded by green-
ery just a few meters from the 
beach.

Accessibility 
Score

Accessibility 
Score

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/laguna-park-hotel/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/casa-per-ferie-stella-maris/
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04 05VILLAGGIO TURISTICO 
INTERNAZIONALE

Via delle Colonie, 2 

RESIDENZA TURISTICA 
ALBERGHIERA BLUE MARINE

Via Unità d’Italia, 1/b
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FoodFood

SeniorSenior

WheelchairWheelchair

HearingHearing

FamilyFamily

SightSight

Accessibility 
Score

Accessibility 
Score

A 5-star Village with a welco-
ming and fun atmosphere; a 
water park with water games 
and relaxation areas, a private 
equipped beach, entertain-
ment for the whole family, ga-
stronomic specialties with an 
international flavor.

An oasis of tranquility and hospi-
tality perfect for families. Brand 
new facility with 35 rooms and 
flats with all comforts, services 
that are taken care to guarantee 
you a special stay. International 
breakfast.

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/rta-blue-marine/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-veneto-bibione_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-villaggio_turistico_internazionale/
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Food Food

Senior Senior

Wheelchair Wheelchair

Hearing Hearing

Family Family

Sight Sight

Accessibility 
Score

Accessibility 
Score

An experience of pleasure, in the 
comfort of a flat with a 4-star ho-
tel service. Here nothing is left to 
chance, with ‘old marine’ style wo-
oden furniture made in Italy and 
Arabic style ceramic floors.

Prestigious 5-star beachfront ho-
tel, open all year round, and con-
nected directly to the renowned 
‘Bibione Thermae’ Thermal Cen-
ter. Swimming pool and beach 
are carefully furnished to make 
you appreciate every single mo-
ment of your holiday.

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/savoy-beach-hotel-thermal-spa/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/aparthotel-holiday/
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FoodFood

SeniorSenior

WheelchairWheelchair

HearingHearing

FamilyFamily

SightSight

Accessibility 
Score

Accessibility 
Score

Flats and rooms to enjoy full 
freedom of space and time. So 
many details designed for you: 
colors, furnishings, rooms’ care 
to relax yourself and to make 
you feel at home!  

Here hospitality has no barriers: 
we believe that the only possible 
form is the inclusive one, whi-
ch redesigns the spaces, which 
breaks down barriers, and bu-
ilds rollings, the one that offers a 
service just if it is for everyone.  

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/princess-aparthotel/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-veneto-bibione-residence_accessibile-costa_rica_bibione/
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SPA HOTEL
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Food Food

Senior Senior

Wheelchair Wheelchair

Hearing Hearing

Family Family

Sight Sight

Accessibility 
Score

Accessibility 
Score

A guarantee for young and old, 
where you can enjoy a vacation 
among sports and many activities 
organized in large spaces. With 
its bright and elegant environ-
ments, it will seduce you, both in 
the brand new wellness center 
and with the exquisite recipes.

Here the holidays take on the 
colors of the Kinders Hotels and 
everything turns into a fairy tale 
for young and old! Everything is 
designed for the enjoyment of 
children and the tranquility of 
parents, even for babies a few 
months old.

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/aparthotel-imperial/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/bibione-palace-spa-hotel/
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FoodFood

SeniorSenior

WheelchairWheelchair

HearingHearing

FamilyFamily

SightSight

Accessibility 
Score

Accessibility 
Score

Elegant beachfront facility, whi-
ch offers the freedom of the flat 
along with the quality of hotel 
services. Relax in the pool whe-
re your children can have fun or 
book a massage at the Wellness 
and Fitness Center.

In this family-run hotel, you will 
find special attentions for your 
family. Swimming pool, enter-
tainment evenings, and many 
culinary proposals prepared 
following the tradition of Italian 
cuisine and the intimate private 
SPA.

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/ashanti-aparthotel/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/ashanti-aparthotel/
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14 RESIDENZA 
AL PARCO

Via delle Acacie, 6
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Flats No. 2, 8, and 28.
Located 80 meters from the sea with swimming pool, 
for adults and children, and a large solarium.
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https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-residenza-al-parco/


15 16VILLAGGIO
PARADISO

Via Beseleghe, 1

SAN
GIORGIO

Viale Italia, 9 

POOLPOOL

33

Flat No. 1.
Terraced houses located in the area of Bibione Pineda, 
in the middle of nature, with swimming pool, and far 
from the beach from 200 to 600 meters.

Flats No. 1 and 9.
Located in front of the sea, with swimming pool, for 
adults and children and a large grass solarium.

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-villaggio-paradiso/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-san-giorgio/


17 18RESIDENZA 
ALLE TERME

Via delle Colonie, 3/4 

PLANETARIUM
Via Alfa, 29

POOL

34

Flats No. 5 and 8, Staircase P.
Available all year, located 100 meters from both the sea 
and the pedestrian area and from ‘Bibione Thermae’.
The facility has a swimming pool.

Flats No. 1 and 5, TERRA flat complex. They are located on 
the ground floor in a Village with the life comforts in open 
air, 300 meters from the pedestrian area and 1300 meters 
from the beach. The facility has a swimming pool. 

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-planetarium/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-residenza-alle-terme/


2019 TORRE
DI NOE

Corso Europa, 12

AURIGA 
DEL SOLE
Via Taigete, 12

POOL

35

Flats No. 21, 23, 39, and 40.
Elegant and refined residence 150 meters from the 
beach and 1.5 km from ‘Bibione Thermae’. The facility 
has a swimming pool. 

Flats No. 301 and 415.
Bright and comfortable apartments with a large ter-
race, located 80 meters from the sea and 100 meters 
from the pedestrian area.

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-auriga-del-sole/
https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/appartamenti-torre-di-noe/


A LAGUNA
BEACH BAR

Viale dei Ginepri, 95

INFO
+39 379 12 27 685

info@lagunabeachbar.it
facebook | @LagunaBeachBibione36 W
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Laguna Beach drinks & lounge is a new summer spa-
ce inspired by the Bibione lagoon, trying to reproduce 
settings that create a relaxing and pleasant atmo-
sphere. Packaged snacks for celiac people.



CB PEPERONCINO GLOW
DRINKS & MACCARONI

Via del Sagittario, 27 Viale delle Costellazioni, 10

INFO 
+39 379 12 27 684

info@glowbibione.it
facebook | @GlowBibioneOfficial

INFO 
+39 377 09 15 973

info@peperoncinobibione.it
facebook | @peperoncinoBibione 37

Restaurant Pizzeria in the city center with a wide choi-
ce of dishes both sea and land. Children can play in the 
playground area and you can enjoy the kitchen to-
gether with the staff’s friendliness and professionalism.

Fantasy and dream come together in this place that ma-
nages to meet everyone’s needs at all times: Glow Gar-
den, American & Lounge bar, Summer Cafè and Restau-
rant Pizzeria. Dishes also for celiac people and vegans.  
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BIBIONE IS 
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
A place that welcomes each visitor, a place to 
experience the unique expertise of an active 
holiday among sea, nature, history, and 
excellent food and wine. This is the challenge 
of Bibione, which offers a truly ‘custom-made’ 
tourist offer, able to meet the specific needs of 
each guest, who here can give life to his ideal 
vacation.

A stay in Bibione, in addition to a marvel of sun and 
sea, wants to be a continuous discovery of the 
beauties of the surrounding area, to be known 
rigorously at one’s own pace and forgetting the 
car. Thanks to the many cycle and pedestrian 
paths, which from the coast are submerged in 

the hinterland, to the river connections and to 
the efficient transport network, from Bibione 
it is possible to reach wonderful historical cities 
in a short time, but also the territories symbol 
of the Italian wine excellence, as well as that 
to suggestive and always different natural 
landscapes. 

A holiday to compose and customize with many 
different activities that are accessible to all.  

Bibione Live
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Thanks to Your Disability Manager, the transfer or 
assistance service you need directly at the hotel.
Your Disability Manager can give you the best 
aid for all your needs: orthopaedic bed, lift, 
antidecubitus mattress, stairlift, scooter, shower 
chair, wheelchair, J.O.B. chair, lift.

All vehicles of the transfer service are equipped 
with a hydraulic platform or an accessible ramp: 
in our range we go from the Minibus accessible 
to behind the 4 and 8-seater Van as well as to the 
Pullman accessible for group travel!

The medical staff, selected for the personal 
assistance service, is made up of professional 
nurses, social health workers and personal 
assistants: all specifically trained to guarantee 
maximum care.

On the facilities’ web site, you find the banner to 
require these services.

YOUR DISABILITY MANAGER:
TRAVEL WITHOUT BARRIERS
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USEFUL INFO

LA SPIAGGIA DI PLUTO
Wide spaces, beach umbrellas, leash-stop, cus-
tom-made beds and showers, watering bowls, agility 
itineraries, and beauty contests.
Pluto’s Beach is the beach section dedicated and re-
served for tourists, who spend own holidays togeth-
er with their four-legged friend. 

Bibione was the first beach to provide the ‘Customer Ser-
vice’. From 8 a.m. until 8 p.m., all day long, qualified op-
erators are available to fulfill, with expertise and kindness, 
every request presented by bathers. 

Send a text message to +39 366 92 36 115 indicating the 
number of umbrella specified in the receipt and immedi-
ately an operator will come to solve any situation. 

INFO AND BOOKING 
www.laspiaggiadipluto.com

http://www.laspiaggiadipluto.com
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INFORMATION OFFICE 
TOURIST RECEPTION

ATVO TRANSPORTS
Reaching Bibione in the summer 
time with road transport is also possi-
ble from the most important regional 
Hubs, with ‘Summer Express Race’:

Address: via Maja, 84 - Bibione (VE) 
Tel. +39 0431 444 846 | Fax +39 0431 444 843 
Email: iat@bibione.com
Site: www.bibione.com/it/informazioni-utili/
utilita/iat-ufficio-informazioni

A&E 
BIBIONE

Address: via Maja, 22 - Bibione (VE) 
Tel. +39 0431 439 803

You have to book for service. There 
is the possibility to accommodate a 
wheelchair per way, in the case of peo-
ple who cannot move into a standard 
seat. Escort service is also provided for 
blind or partially sighted people. 
Guide dogs can travel free. 

INFO AND BOOKING 
+39 0421 594 511 

segreteria@atvo.it
www.atvo.it

TREVISO AIRPORT – 1hrs and 40min

VENICE AIRPORT – 1hrs and 30min

MESTRE TRAIN STATION – 1hrs and 50min

mailto:iat@bibione.com
https://www.bibione.com/it/informazioni-utili/utilita/iat-ufficio-informazioni
https://www.bibione.com/it/informazioni-utili/utilita/iat-ufficio-informazioni
mailto:segreteria@atvo.it
http://www.atvo.it
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HOW TO BOOK THE SERVICE
To book your care cycle, you must send your request as early as 
January with the following information:
- the exact period in which you intend to undergo treatment;
-   negativity or positivity to hepatitis B markers (if the patient is a 
carrier of hepatitis B antigen it CANNOT be treated); 
-   the reference dialysis center with relevant contacts.
This will be followed by notification of the booking as for the requi-
red dialysis period, with the clinical-administrative documentation 
to be sent at least one month before the start of treatment. The 
Dialysis Center will also take care of filling in all the necessary tasks 
for administrative purposes.

DIALYSIS CENTER
The Bibione Dialysis Center is operative for tourists in the period 
between May 1st and September 30th and it is managed by the 
ULSS 4. It has No. 12 posts and it is located within the First Aid Cen-
ter, a few hundred meters from the sea; you will find air-conditio-
ned rooms, a TV set, drinks and snacks.

INFO AND BOOKING
+39 0431 437 135

nefrologia.bibione@aulss4.veneto.it
http://vacanzeinsalute.aulss4.veneto.it/it/

dialisi/come-prenotare-la-dialisi.html
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